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Abstract: Sub-Tenon’s block has become the most common technique of orbital regional anesthesia in many centers. It provides effective anesthesia to the orbit with a lower incidence of sight-threatening complications than sharp needle techniques. This article will discuss the relevant anatomy, finer points of sub-Tenon’s block technique, and the evidence supporting its safety.
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Introduction

Sub-Tenon’s block (STB) was first described by Turnbull in 1884 and later by Swan in 1956. It was revisited in the 1990s by several workers including Hansen and Stevens, and has continued to become increasingly popular worldwide. It is now the most frequently performed regional orbital block in many countries, including New Zealand and the United Kingdom.

A 1-year national survey of current practices for cataract surgery in the UK in 2003 indicated that STB was used for 43% of cataract surgeries (up from 7% in 1996), in comparison to 31% for peribulbar and 21% for topical anesthesia. Sub-Tenon’s anesthesia has several theoretical advantages over sharp-needle techniques and evidence is continuing to accumulate indicating that these advantages are being realized in clinical practice. This article will summarize the relevant anatomy, techniques, advantages and disadvantages and the current evidence supporting the safety and efficacy of sub-Tenon’s anesthesia.

STB technique

STB is classified as an episcleral technique (as opposed to retrobulbar and parabulbar [peribulbar] approaches). Local anesthetic can be introduced via a needle or blunt probe. The medial canthal technique described by Ripart et al was originally thought to be a parabulbar technique until subsequent CT studies showed that the local anesthetic solution actually entered the sub-Tenon’s space. However, one of the major advantages of the sub-Tenon’s approach is the avoidance of passing sharp needles into the orbit, hence the use of a blunt probe is the preferred approach. The block can be performed in any quadrant, but the single-injection inferonasal approach has the advantage of being away from the usual site of surgery and away from the insertion of the superior and inferior oblique muscles.
Anatomy

Tenon's capsule is a dense, fibrous layer of elastic tissue surrounding the eye and extraocular muscles in the orbit (Figure 1). It originates at the limbus and extends posteriorly to the optic nerve and has sleeves along the extraocular muscles. The penetration of the rectus muscles divides Tenon's capsule into anterior and posterior portions. Anterior Tenon's capsule is adherent to episcleral tissue from the limbus posteriorly for approximately 10 mm and is fused with the intramuscular septum of the extraocular muscles and overlying bulbar conjunctiva over most of this portion. Posterior Tenon's capsule is thinner and passes round to the optic nerve separating the globe from the contents of the retrobulbar space. Hence, there is potentially a space posteriorly between the sclera and Tenon's capsule. Delivery of local anesthetic into this space allows spread along the extraocular muscle sheaths, diffusion into the retrobulbar space, spread into the fascial planes around the lids, as well as a direct action on the nerves supplying the globe that pass through this space.

Method

The equipment required to perform STB consists of a lid speculum (eg, Kratz Barraquer), small forceps (eg, Hoskins-style notched tip), curved blunt-tipped spring scissors (eg, blunt Westcott), and a curved blunt-tipped cannula (eg, Stevens) all prepared sterile.

After placement of intravenous access and monitoring with pulse oximetry, local anesthetic drops such as proxymetacaine 0.5% or oxybuprocaine 0.4% are applied twice to the conjunctiva. After placement of a Kratz-Barraquer lid speculum and application of a third set of local anesthetic drops, the conjunctiva is cleansed with 4% (half strength) povidone iodine solution. The fused conjunctiva and anterior Tenon's capsule is picked up at an infero-nasal point 7–10 mm from the limbus, midway between the insertions of the medial and inferior rectus muscles. After making a small cut, the sub-Tenon's space is accessed using the closed blunt Westcott scissors to create a thin channel just past the equator of the globe to the posterior sub-Tenon's space.

A blunt-tipped cannula is then inserted into the posterior sub-Tenon's space and approximately 4 mL of local anesthetic introduced (Figure 2). Gentle constant digital pressure over the closed lids with two fingers, one of which is over the point where the conjunctival cut was made, is applied for 2–3 minutes.

Ultrasound studies have shown that after initial injection of local anesthetic into the sub-Tenon's space, the fluid spreads...
circumferentially around the posterior pole of the eye, bathing the area containing the ciliary nerves and producing what is described as a “T-sign.” This accounts for the early globe analgesia, which occurs within 3 minutes. Over the next 5 minutes, local anesthetic solution diffuses across posterior Tenon’s capsule into the retrobulbar space, along the extra-ocular muscle sheaths, the anterior sub-Tenon’s space, and into the eyelids (producing an orbicularis block). These multiple sites of action account for the impressive reliability of this block. Onset of analgesia and orbicularis block takes 1–3 minutes with a mean onset of globe akinesia of 7 minutes.

**Finer points of technique**

**Use half-strength povidone iodine**
Not only does half-strength povidone iodine cleanse the conjunctiva for the block, but it may also reduce the incidence of endophthalmitis postoperatively.

**Stay on the “line of longitude”**
Imagine that the globe has lines of longitude from front pole to back pole. Access to the sub-Tenon’s space will be midway between medial and inferior recti, and it is important to stay equidistant from both recti as the Westcott scissors pass into the posterior sub-Tenon’s space.

**Keep the Westcotts closed**
A cutting action should only be used to make the initial entry into the sub-Tenon’s space, thereafter a blunt probing action is all that is required to pass the sclera–Tenon’s bridging fibers at the equator. There is only one documented scleral perforation with STB, and this was a result of the surgeon using a cutting action in an attempt to dissect adhesions in the sub-Tenon’s space from previous vitreo-retinal surgery.

**Keep the tip of the cannula tight against the sclera**
The globe is a compressed sphere that measures on average only 23 mm from front to back. From the point of incision (7–10 mm from the limbus) one is already about 10 mm from the anterior plane of the globe, leaving only 13 mm before reaching the posterior plane. It is easy to misjudge the acuteness of the scleral curvature and overshoot, passing deep into the orbit and stretching Tenon’s posteriorly, which is very uncomfortable for the patient. This can also occlude the end of the sub-Tenon’s cannula, making it difficult to inject: the remedy is to pull the tip of the cannula against the back of the globe as though one was “hooking out the eye.” This will allow easy injection and will produce less chemosis than simply withdrawing the cannula back along the entry track.

**Inject in different directions**
Rotation of the syringe about its long axis will redirect the cannula, allowing injection of local anesthetic in different directions, aiding spread behind the eye, and helping to reduce chemosis.

**Avoid the pterygia**
Do not cut through a pterygium. Because of the folds of tissue there are six layers instead of two, which will make access to the sub-Tenon’s space difficult. Furthermore, pterygia are very vascular and tend to bleed, creating a large sub-conjunctival hemorrhage. Identify the inferior edge of the pterygium, place the closed forceps on the globe below it, and slide up the surface of the globe pushing the pterygium to one side. This will allow access to normal conjunctiva at or close to the traditional sub-Tenon’s access point.

**Care with scleral buckles**
Patients who have had previous vitreo-retinal surgery may have encircling bands sewn into the sub-Tenon’s plane to manage retinal detachment. This may interfere with access and risk damaging the globe. Buckles in the inferior nasal quadrant are not common as this is an unusual site for detachments, so one is normally able to access the sub-Tenon’s space at this point. If the buckle is in the inferior nasal quadrant an infero-lateral approach to the sub-Tenon’s space may be required. In patients with previous vitreo-retinal surgery, the sub-Tenon’s space may be more adherent to sclera, and more careful blunt dissection may be required. It is important...
to avoid a cutting action to get through adhesions as this risks scleral perforation. In rare instances, the sub-Tenon’s space may be so scarred as to make safe access impossible, and an alternative local anesthetic technique may be required.

**Keep the local anesthetic posterior to the equator**
Placement of local anesthetic posteriorly is the key to an effective block. Ensure that the channel created with the Westcott scissors is as narrow as possible by keeping the blades closed during dissection. This will minimize efflux of local anesthetic back along the channel.

**Reduce rate and force of injection**
The posterior sub-Tenon’s space is a potential space containing vessels and nerves. If the expansion of this space by local anesthetic solution is too rapid this will produce pain, increase the tendency for chemosis, and potentially damage the fine neural structures that traverse this space. Injection speed should be around 1 mL per three seconds.

**Use less than 5 mL local anesthetic**
A rise in intraocular pressure (IOP) from volume effects in the orbit may reduce the depth of the anterior chamber, making surgical access more difficult. A study by Sohn et al found that injectate volumes above 5 mL produced significant rises in IOP. Other work by Gil et al using a 2-quadrant technique with two 5 mL injections showed a prolonged duration of analgesia with no significant rise in IOP in comparison to a single 5 mL injection, although there was a higher incidence (52%) of chemosis.

**Avoid ocular massage**
Massaging of the globe in an attempt to disperse the local anesthetic solution has been shown to cause peaks in IOP of up to 400 mmHg and is associated with reports of bleeding in the anterior chamber. Gentle, steady pressure on the globe with a finger resting over the incision site will reduce local subconjunctival bleeding, but massage should not be performed.

**Choice of cannula**
Available cannulae fall into two broad groups: long and short.

**Long cannulae**
Examples of these include the Stevens-type (Beaver-Visitec, Waltham, MA) metal cannula (Figure 3) and the Kumar-Dodds plastic cannula (Figure 4), which are shaped to deposit local anesthetic solution well posterior to the globe equator. The tips are blunt to minimize damage to structures in the posterior sub-Tenon’s space. The Stevens design also has a flattened tip to facilitate keeping the cannula tip in contact with sclera as it is passed round the posterior part of the globe.

**Short cannulae**
Examples of these include the Greenbaum (Figure 5) and “ultrashort” cannula (Figure 6). Potential advantages of shorter cannulae include reduced risk of trauma to structures behind the globe. However, the anterior injection point predisposes to increased chemosis and a more rapid rate of injection is required, which could generate shear forces, traumatizing the delicate neural structures in the posterior sub-Tenon’s space. Faster injection is also more uncomfortable for the patient.
Careful consideration is required in patients who are unable to lie flat, are profoundly deaf, or have a marked head tremor. General anesthesia may be preferable in these cases.

**Advantages of sub-Tenon’s anesthesia**

The advantages of sub-Tenon’s anesthesia are summarized in Table 1.

**Less painful than traditional blocks**

A study on 6000 sub-Tenon’s blocks found that over 68% of patients had no discomfort at all during performance of the block and less than 1.5% reported more than mild to moderate pain. This was in contrast to patients having a retrobulbar block. STB is also more comfortable to perform than peribulbar block.

**Good intraoperative analgesia**

A comparison of the quality of analgesia between topical, retrobulbar, and sub-Tenon’s techniques found that 99% of sub-Tenon’s patients had complete intraoperative analgesia compared to 83% of retrobulbar and 69% of topical patients.

**Good akinesia**

The degree of akinesia has been found to be better in patients who received sub-Tenon’s when compared with patients who received retrobulbar techniques.

**Avoidance of passage of sharp needles into the orbit**

The tips of the Westcott scissors are not capable of penetrating normal sclera as long as a cutting action is avoided while accessing the sub-Tenon’s space.

**Low risk of sight-threatening complications**

Anecdotally, over 35,000 sub-Tenon’s blocks have been performed in the author’s region with no sight-threatening complications. This compares well with the best results obtained with sharp needle techniques.

**Safer in anticoagulated patients**

Studies have shown that the incidence of minor sub-conjunctival hemorrhage is increased in patients on aspirin, clopidogrel, and warfarin, but there is no increase in major hemorrhages. There is currently no data to support the safety of sub-Tenon’s anesthesia in patients taking dabigatran (Pradaxa®; Boehringer Ingelheim Pharma).
Table 1 Advantages and disadvantages of sub-Tenon’s block

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Virtually painless</td>
<td>Subconjunctival hemorrhage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good analgesia</td>
<td>Chemosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good akinesia</td>
<td>Care with scleral buckles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoids complications of sharp needles</td>
<td>Associated with rare reports of sight-threatening complications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low risk of serious complications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No facial block required</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safer in anticoagulated patients</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safe in eyes with long axial length</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimal/no rise in IOP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: IOP, intraocular pressure.

GmbH and Co, KG, Ingelheim am Rhein, Germany), and recommendations are to withhold this drug for two to five days prior to surgery.32

Safe in patients with long axial length
Because of the avoidance of instruments that can penetrate sclera, long axial length and associated posterior staphylomas do not pose a risk with the sub-Tenon’s technique.

Minimal/no rise in intraocular pressure
STB using less than 5 mL produces little or no rise in IOP.33,34

Complications of sub-Tenon’s anesthesia
(Table 1). Many of the complications of STB are the same as those of peribulbar and retrobulbar blocks. However, there is now evidence that the incidence of serious sight-threatening complications is lower with the sub-Tenon’s technique.9,28

Minor complications include:

Subconjunctival hemorrhage
Subconjunctival hemorrhage is the most frequent minor complication with a reported incidence of 7%–100%. The majority of hemorrhages are small (confined to 1 quadrant) and purely cosmetic, causing no interference with surgery. Larger bleeds may be caused by damage to vortex veins in the posterior sub-Tenon’s space. Minor hemorrhages are more frequent in anticoagulated patients but do not appear to be of any greater severity than in patients not taking anticoagulants. STB produces a sympathetic nerve block and the resulting loss of vasomotor control can give the impression of sub-conjunctival blood, which may account for the high incidence reported in some studies. In one study, 7% of patients had a sub-conjunctival hemorrhage that was noticeable but did not interfere with surgery.28 Only one case in 6000 was severe enough to warrant cancellation of the surgery. The incidence of subconjunctival hemorrhage can be reduced by careful dissection, avoiding conjunctival vessels, not passing the Westcott scissors farther than the sclera–Tenon’s bridging fibers at the equator of the globe, or opening the blades when accessing the sub-Tenon’s space. Gentle digital pressure can also be applied on the lower eyelid over the site of the sub-Tenon’s space access for 2–3 minutes after injection.

A study by Gauba et al in 2007, looking at the use of bipolar conjunctival cautery prior to conjunctival incision, demonstrated a significant reduction in sub-conjunctival hemorrhage, especially in patients taking anticoagulants.35 However, caution with the use of cautery is advised, as it may create a conjunctival hole, which may be slow to heal because of the cauterized edges.

Chemosis
Some local anesthetic solution can spread into the anterior sub-Tenon’s region causing ballooning of the conjunctiva. The incidence is reported as being between 5.6% and 60% with a long cannula.9,28 This can be minimized by ensuring the local anesthetic solution is deposited predominantly in the posterior sub-Tenon’s space (eg, injecting in different directions by rotation of the syringe about its long axis) and applying gentle digital pressure (not massage) to the eye for 3–5 minutes after placement of the block.

Retained visual sensations
Patients having cataract surgery under any local technique report a variety of visual sensations including flashes of light, colors, movements, and surgeon’s fingers.36–39 The incidence of these phenomena appears not to differ significantly between retrobulbar, peribulbar, sub-Tenon’s, and topical techniques. Most patients are unconcerned or even enjoy the phenomenon, but up to 16% interpret the experience as unpleasant.37 It is therefore useful to warn patients of this preoperatively.

Other more serious complications of sub-Tenon’s blocks are rare:

Extraocular muscle paresis
It is not unusual for the patient to experience transient postoperative strabismus lasting a few days following surgery. However, there are a small number of isolated cases of long standing strabismus, usually involving the inferior rectus. Splerer and Schwalb have reported a superior oblique palsy that resolved...
after one month,\textsuperscript{40} while Merino et al reported eight cases of extraocular muscle dysfunction lasting more than 6 months, four of which required strabismus surgery.\textsuperscript{41} It is to be noted that all cases received an STB using 5\% lignocaine, which is concentrated enough to cause direct myotoxicity. Similarly, in the three case reports by Jaycock et al, two cases received 4\% lignocaine and 0.75\% bupivacaine, while the third case received 2\% lignocaine without hyaluronidase.\textsuperscript{42} Direct trauma to the extraocular muscle (resulting from failure to remain on the “line of longitude” midway between the medial and inferior rectus muscles in the inferonasal approach) may also have been a factor. Myotoxicity problems appear to be higher if hyaluronidase is not used.\textsuperscript{43,44}

Optic neuropathy
All regional anesthetic techniques including retrobulbar, peribulbar, and STB have been shown to reduce ocular pulse amplitude for at least 10 minutes following performance of the block.\textsuperscript{44,45} This reduction occurs in the absence of a rise in IOP. There are a small number of reported cases in the literature of ischemic optic neuropathy resulting in loss of vision.\textsuperscript{46,47} A common feature of these cases is that the majority were associated with non-intraocular procedures (eg, pterygium, strabismus surgery) such that the eye was not opened and therefore IOP was not made atmospheric during the procedure. Fiebel and Guyton also reported two cases of transient central retinal artery occlusion following STB, both of which resolved spontaneously before surgery.\textsuperscript{47} The reason for this remains unclear but it has been postulated that this was either due to localized mechanical pressure from the bolus of local anesthetic, or direct vasoconstriction caused by the local anesthetic.

Retrobulbar hemorrhage
There are two reported cases of retrobulbar hemorrhage following STB.\textsuperscript{48,49} In one of the two cases the patient was on combined antiplatelet agents (aspirin and clopidogrel).

Central spread
Some anatomical studies of the sub-Tenon’s space indicate that it may be a lymphatic space that drains along the optic nerve sheath, so it is possible that local anesthetic could spread along the optic nerve sheath. Also, accidental perforation of the optic nerve sheath due to excessively deep dissection with the Westcott scissors is theoretically possible. There have been two cases of transient loss of consciousness\textsuperscript{17} and one death possibly caused by central spread of local anesthetic to the brain stem following STB.\textsuperscript{16} It must be borne in mind that this complication is much rarer than with a retrobulbar block.

Orbital cellulitis
There are currently only two reports of orbital cellulitis following sub-Tenon’s block. One patient had an active corneal infection at the time,\textsuperscript{19} and in the other case the surgeon did not use povidone-iodine prior to performing the block.\textsuperscript{52}

Scleral perforation
There is one reported case of ocular perforation during STB. In this instance, a cutting action with the Westcott scissors was employed due to scarring of the sub-Tenon’s space from previous surgery.\textsuperscript{13} As was noted previously, it is important not to open the scissors once the initial cut is made to access the sub-Tenon’s space. If access is not possible due to scarring, alternative forms of anesthesia should be considered.

Hyphema
Bleeding into the anterior chamber has been reported, with this appearing to be due to ocular massage following local anesthetic injection.\textsuperscript{17} Ocular massage can cause transient rises in IOP up to 400 mmHg and should not be performed.\textsuperscript{16}

Choice of local anesthetic solutions for sub-Tenon’s anesthesia
There are many variations of local anesthetic agents and adjuvants that have been employed in sub-Tenon’s anesthesia over the decades, and a detailed discussion of these is beyond the scope of this article. The author’s “standard” solution is a mixture of 2\% plain lignocaine, 0.5\% plain bupivacaine, and 150 iu hyaluronidase. The rationale for this choice is that the lignocaine and hyaluronidase provide a rapid onset of block, while bupivacaine has a slower onset but longer duration to provide postoperative analgesia. This combination will provide approximately 60–90 minutes of surgical anesthesia and 4–6 hours of postoperative analgesia. Other options include 2\% lignocaine/150 iu hyaluronidase, which will provide approximately 45 minutes of surgical anesthesia and is useful for short cases and faster cataract surgeons. It is also particularly advantageous in patients with no sight in the other eye as it will allow a faster return of vision and orbicularis function. A clear eye shield (rather than a pad and opaque shield) can be used to allow the patient some vision in the early postoperative period.

Alternatively, 1\% ropivacaine/150 iu hyaluronidase has an onset time comparable to a lignocaine/bupivacaine/hyaluronidase mix but has the advantage of providing slightly longer (90–120 minutes) surgical anesthesia. This makes it
particularly useful for vitreo-retinal procedures. This is less of an advantage for shorter cases as the prolonged period of akinesia and orbicularis block may allow an unsupervised padded eye to partly open, which could cause drying of the cornea. A theoretical disadvantage is that, unlike lignocaine and bupivacaine, ropivacaine has only weak antibacterial properties.53

Other agents such as mepivacaine,44 etidocaine,55 and prilocaine66 have all been reported to be effective, but little comparative data is available.57,58 Articaine is the most widely used local anesthetic for dental anesthesia in Italy, Germany, and the Netherlands, and has recently become available in the UK. There are some encouraging studies of its use in regional anesthesia of the orbit, indicating that it has a faster onset and greater motor block than lignocaine.59,60

Hyaluronidase
This is an enzyme derived from sheep (ovine) that reversibly depolymerises hyaluronic acid, one of the chief components of the extracellular matrix. This allows easier spread of local anesthetic solutions through connective tissue planes. The agent is presented as a freeze-dried powder of 1500 IU (Hyalase®; Wockhardt UK Ltd, Wrexham, UK) and can be reconstituted in any local anesthetic solution to create a dilution of 150 IU/mL. A non-ovine recombinant preparation (Hyalase; Halozyme Therapeutics Inc, San Diego, CA) is also available in some countries. The usual dose is 150 IU in total, but there are reports of much lower doses (25 IU) being effective.61

Advantages
Controlled trials have shown that the addition of hyaluronidase significantly accelerates the onset of globe akinesia but does not improve the final block quality,62 and may also reduce the incidence of transient postoperative extracocular muscle paresis. During a period of unavailability of hyaluronidase, a series of reports appeared in the literature citing prolonged recovery of extracocular muscle function.42,44 However, no studies looking specifically at this issue in STB have been conducted.

Disadvantages
There is a risk of allergic reaction associated with STB, but this is rare. Reports of immediate hypersensitivity are very uncommon,63 with a delayed hypersensitivity reaction 12–72 hours postoperatively more likely; this presents as orbital redness and swelling that may be confused with infective orbital cellulitis.64,65 The two diagnoses can be distinguished by hyaluronidase reaction having a negative microbiology and responding rapidly to steroids. Allergy can be later confirmed by skin-prick testing.

Other adjuvants
Other additives to the local anesthetic have been reported. Alkalinization with sodium bicarbonate appears to accelerate the onset of peribulbar block but not sub-Tenon’s block.66-68 The use of vasoconstrictors (eg, adrenaline) is not recommended due to the potential for these to further lower ocular blood flow.69 The addition of clonidine and muscle relaxants have also been described.70-72

Perioperative care
A set of comprehensive guidelines for patients having cataract surgery can be found on the Royal College of Ophthalmologists’ website73 and in the guidelines of the Royal College of Anaesthetists.74

Prior to presenting for surgery, the patient should complete a comprehensive health questionnaire. This should include whether the patient is able to lie flat, an assessment of their anxiety levels, and a full drug and allergy history. This is best done in the outpatient clinic when a decision to operate is made and the date for surgery scheduled. Any hearing difficulties should also be noted, as patients who are totally deaf may require general anesthesia due to their inability to sign or lip-read whilst under a surgical drape intraoperatively.

The patients’ vital signs should also be checked while at the outpatient clinic so that abnormal vital signs can be assessed and treated prior to admission. Guidelines for patient management should be established throughout the medical and nursing services involved in ophthalmic care so that a consistent approach can be taken towards the patient’s perioperative management. For example, with regard to the management of hypertension, there is no evidence to support cancelling operations on patients with a blood pressure under 180/110.75

There is no evidence to support “routine” preoperative investigations in patients having local anesthesia. A prospective randomized study of over 19,000 cataract operations under local anesthesia found no difference in perioperative events between the 9600 patients who had preoperative ECG, full blood, urea, electrolyte, and glucose tests, and the 9400 who had no preoperative testing.76

Investigations should only be ordered if they would affect the decision to proceed with the planned surgery, influence the type of anesthesia used, alter the care plan, or
be indicated even in the absence of surgery, such as a history of worsening angina. This means that the only investigations normally required for patients having eye surgery under STB would be a blood glucose test on admission in diabetics and an INR within 5 days prior to surgery for patients on warfarin.

**Management of the anticoagulated patient**

Insertion of an STB has been shown to be safe in patients taking aspirin, warfarin, and clopidogrel, although the incidence of minor sub-conjunctival hemorrhage is increased. The Royal College of Ophthalmologists’ guidelines recommend STB (or topical anesthesia) for anticoagulated patients in preference to sharp-needle techniques.

There is currently no data available on the safety of STB in patients taking the direct thrombin inhibitor dabigatran (Pradaxa®; Boehringer Ingelheim Pharma GmbH and Co. KG). The concern with this drug in the surgical setting is that measurement of the degree of anticoagulation is not accurately indicated in routine anticoagulant tests and there is no established “therapeutic range” for the degree of anticoagulation. Also, in the acute setting, the anticoagulant effect is irreversible. Dabigatran is renally excreted and its duration of action is prolonged in patients with impaired creatinine clearance (eg, elderly patients and diabetics). Until further data is available, it is recommended that this drug be stopped for between 2 and 5 days prior to surgery.

**Preoperative fasting**

With the relative safety of local anesthesia, particularly topical and sub-Tenon’s techniques, it is not necessary to starve patients preoperatively. This has major advantages, particularly to diabetic patients who are able to continue food and medications as usual on the day of surgery. Also, it does not preclude the administration of small doses of anxiolytic medication in the perioperative period. However, patients who are likely to require heavy sedation or may require conversion to general anesthesia should be fasted appropriately.

**Supervised anesthesia care**

During surgery, patients should be comfortable, conscious, and free of anxiety and pain. To ensure this, effective local anesthesia is necessary, but it is also important to check that the patient is positioned comfortably, is warm, and has sufficient oxygen flow under the surgical drapes to prevent hypoxia and hypercarbia. Language difficulties can be overcome by having a relative or interpreter in theater. Intraoperative monitoring should include pulse oximetry and ECG.

Appropriate equipment and skilled personnel must be available to deal safely with any adverse events that may arise from the patient’s pre-existing medical conditions, anesthetic drugs, and techniques. Small amounts of intravenous sedation (eg, less than 2 mg of midazolam) can be given to non-fasted patients with no untoward effects; however intravenous sedation should only be administered under the supervision of an anesthetist, whose sole responsibility is to that operating list.

**Administration of STBs**

In the majority of situations, appropriately trained anesthetists or ophthalmologists perform STB. However, nurse specialists/nurse practitioners have been trained to perform STB in some centers. In Auckland, New Zealand, a specific training course for nurse specialists in sub-Tenon’s anesthesia has been implemented and there are currently three nurses performing STB for cataract surgery (without intravenous sedation) under the supervision of an anesthetist, who is available on the operating theater floor, but not exclusively for that theater.

**Intravenous access**

There is debate regarding the necessity for indwelling intravenous access in patients having STB, and the Royal College of Anaesthetists’ guidelines allow intravenous access to be at the practitioner’s discretion. However, in the author’s opinion, while vasovagal episodes, unexpected need for administration of intravenous sedation, and cardiac arrhythmias occur infrequently, these are of sufficient impact in the perioperative period as to make routine insertion of an intravenous line good clinical practice. This view has been supported by other authors.

**Topical versus sub-Tenon’s anesthesia**

Studies comparing sub-Tenon’s techniques with topical anesthesia indicate that STB provides superior analgesia, associated with a lower posterior capsule rupture rate, and results in greater patient satisfaction.

**Incidence of sight-threatening complications with STB**

A 2007 study of 375,000 patients having cataract surgery in the UK (of whom 161,000 had an STB) indicated that the reported incidence of sight-threatening complications associated with STB is less than 0.6 per 10,000 cases.
This figure compares very favorably to those for peribulbar (2.9 per 10,000) and retrobulbar techniques (4.5 per 10,000).

This was further supported in a study that found a 60% reduction in the incidence of serious complications with STB in comparison to peribulbar anesthesia, with 5 serious complications reported per 10,000 patients in the STB group compared with 12 per 10,000 in the peribulbar group. However, minor complications in the STB group (such as chemosis [2.03%] and subconjunctival hemorrhage [1.99%]) were more common than in the peribulbar group.

These data indicate that STB is safer than sharp needle techniques and, by virtue of lower intraoperative surgical complications, is safer than topical techniques. The benefits of STB therefore significantly outweigh the small risks associated with the technique.

Conclusion
STB is continuing to gain in popularity and is now the most popular technique of regional orbital anesthesia in many centers. It provides extremely good analgesia and operating conditions, while avoiding the passage of sharp needles into the orbit. The risk of serious complications is very low, and studies have shown that their incidence is much lower than with other techniques of ocular regional anesthesia.
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